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Abstract
Over the last few years I’ve been tinkering with unicode mathematics in XETEX.
Late-2009 I spent a few weeks ironing out the significant bugs and think I’ve got
a pretty good handle on the whole system now. In this presentation, I’d like to
discuss the advantages unicode maths brings to LATEX, challenges faced dealing
with unicode, challenges with maths fonts (including the STIX fonts), challenges
with compatibility with amsmath and/or MathML, and assorted related remarks.
In future plans, I hope to use this system as the basis for equivalent development
in LuaTEX as well.
1

Introduction

XETEX was the first widely-used unicode extension
to TEX. Several years ago Jonathan Kew [4] added
OpenType maths support to XETEX following from
Microsoft’s addition to the OpenType spec for Microsoft Word 2007. Around that time I built a prototype implementation of a unicode maths engine
for LATEX, but with very few OpenType maths fonts
available, and other projects consuming my time,
the project lost momentum and I never managed to
get the package on CTAN.
Although the font situation has improved little
since then, the STIX fonts have at least been shown
in beta form and can be used to some degree. By the
time you are reading this, an experimental version of
the unicode-math package will hopefully have been
released on CTAN. This extended abstract is a brief
explanation of what it does and what it’s good for.
2

What is unicode maths?

Barbara Beeton [1] has said it all much better than
I could. In short: every known symbol to be used in
technical writing has been included in the unicode
specification. We now have a formal description of
(some many thousand) exactly what glyphs a maths
font should contain and the particulars of how they
should behave [2]. (Contrast with maths fonts used
with TEX documents that all contain a different set
of glyphs.)
Since then, Microsoft has extended the OpenType specification to include tables of structured information for mathematics typesetting, essentially
parameterising Knuth’s original algorithms in TEX.
For more context in this area, the historical devel-

opment of unicode maths was summarised well by
Ulrik Vieth [6].
Any unicode variant of TEX could always access
the unicode maths glyphs. But typesetting them
well is only possible with explicit layout intructions
based on the Math OpenType specification.
2.1

So what does the package do?

After loading the package, users can write
\setmathfont{Cambria Math}
to select Cambria Math or any other OpenType font
that has mathematics support. This can happen
at any time during the document, not just in the
preamble as with current LATEX math font selection.
Control sequences are provided to access every
defined unicode maths glyph, and literal input of
all such characters in the source is also supported.
Maths can be copied from another source (such as
a web page or PDF document) and pasted directly
into the LATEX document and the content will be
retained, albeit with some loss of its presentational
aspects (most notably subscripts and superscripts).
With some minor exceptions, no changes to the
mathematical document source should be necessary
to be able to switch fonts using unicode maths.
3

Advantages

The main advantage to having a unicode maths engine is that it becomes as easy to change maths fonts
as it is to change text fonts. Contrast this with
what packages such as euler must do to switch from
the Computer Modern Maths font. Standardising
around a common math font encoding was the original goal of the Math Font Group when they invented
an 8-bit math font encoding but then realised that
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unicode was the future. Unicode maths brings more
benefits than simply standardising the way maths
fonts are loaded, however.
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It’s never fun when typesetting mathematics to have
to go hunting for a specific symbol. (Scott Pakin’s
‘Symbols’ guide makes the task far easier, however.)
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Table 3: The four slash-like glyphs in each direction.
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